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ALERT:
This is an anti-perfectionist zone. 
You have permission (not that you need it)

to color imperfectly

thick
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Example: 
Many factors affect admission! You 

can get a great education at another 
school or reapply. 

Goodbye (For Now), 
Imposter Syndrome! 

These people believe they suck. 
How would Confidence Cat respond or rewrite each concern to be more realistic?

I’m so awkward at 
social events.

Everyone else knows much 
more than I do.

I can’t charge money 
for my skills.

I didn’t get into my top-
choice college.

write your own

Confidence
2.You invested time, energy, and money to hone skills. People will spend because it’s worth it. 
3. You only hear people talk when they know the answer.  List subjects you know well.
4. Most people feel uncomfortable in social settings. Try asking people about themselves. 
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0% 100% Fill in the blanks with a career or field 

you’re pursuing or considering. 

How sure am I? 

I am currently paid for (or I 

am currently studying):
I feel best when I:

People I can ask for 

career guidance:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5. 

Circle who you’ll ask first

When I grow up 
I want to be a 

lion

Career

Confidence Cat is a cutie.

I know what career I want.

________ is a good step for me.

I want a career in __________.

(write your own)

I rest enough.

My boss/mentor/advisor supports me.

I should continue my current path.

________ will make me happy.

(write your own)
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What are you trying to solve?

Why does it matter?

List some tough problems 
you’ve solved (any kind)

What’s in your 

way?

I might try:

Circle what you’ll start with.

Solutions

Ugh, this 
problem...

I’ll never 
solve it!

Oh wait 

I solved it
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Want a guide to help connect with people who can help your life and career?

boldadulting.com/free 
Get the full guide at: #boldadulting     boldadulting.com/zine



Your Turn
Draw your own cartoon. Ideas: you, a pet, someone you know (be nice!), someone you make up

Try adding speech or thought bubbles. 
Not in the mood to draw? Consider free-writing instead. 

It doesn’t have to be perfect – that isn’t the point. 

this is your space. Anything you want, 

You can also give me feedback about this zine:

Optional but strongly encouraged: 
Take a picture of your drawing/writing and share it: 

#boldadulting and/or email to masha@boldadulting.com. 
If you want your submission to be private or anonymous, say so in the email!

I liked/I found useful: It could be better if:

Snap a pic (or type your answers) and send to masha@boldadulting.com
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BoldAdulting:
Courage in the face of self-doubt

Meet Masha

Masha Evpak is a recovering scientist 
who now makes resources to help 

stressed-out quirky people realize they 
are worthy of self-care and 

confidence, so they can work toward 
their big-dream goals. She appears in 

Confidence Cat comics as her 
alter-ego, Catmama

Hiring

Interested in a no-pressure 
assessment call to find out if 

BoldAdulting workshops, classes, 
or coaching can help you or your 

group? Whether you sign up or not, 
you’ll gain valuable insights from 

the call. Sign up for free:
boldadulting.com/hire

Free Resources

Find the BoldAdulting podcast, authentic 
storytelling and teachings, and a free 

guide to reaching out to people:
boldadulting.com

BolderAdulting
Masha also has a (secret!)
social justice project about 

body liberation/body positivity. 
Sign up to be among the first to hear 

announcements:
bit.ly/body-social-justice

Can’t I just color?
Download a PDF of just the background designs in this 

zine for your coloring pleasure at:
boldadulting.com/zine

Share: 

#boldadulting     
Find this zine: 

boldadulting.com/zine


